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Classical statistical thermodynamics in the presence of electromagnetic radiation is reanalyzed, and is
reformulated to give a natural classical description of the phenomena which originally led to the introduc-
tion of the idea of quanta. The traditional classical ideal gas fails to exist in princi pie for particles of 6nite
mass which have electromagnetic interactions, and hence the classical proofs of energy equipartition are all
erroneous. A consistently classical treatment of thermal radiation leads to the natural introduction of
temperature-independent fluctuating radiation in the universe. The spectrum of this electromagnetic zero-
point radiation may be obtained from the arguments for Wien's displacement law or from the requirement
of Lorentz invariance of the radiation spectrum; this zero-point spectrum agrees with the —,Am per normal
mode familiar in quantum theory. The presence of temperature-independent disordered energy from zero-
point radiation leads to a contribution to the entropy connected with thermodynamic probability distinct
from the contribution of caloric entropy. The use of quanta in calculations of the thermodynamic probability
is seen as a subterfuge to account for this mismatch between caloric entropy and probability. Several ex-
amples of statistical thermodynamics, which are generally regarded as having their explanation in terms
of quanta, allow natural explanations within the context of classical theory with classical electromagnetic
zero-point radiation.

I. INTRODUCTION: REANALYSIS OF CLASSICAL
STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS

'HE inability of traditional classical physics to
account for the spectrum of blackbody radiation

has long been regarded as a signal of the fundamental
failure of classical theory. The conviction of this
failure led directly to the development of quantum
theory. In this paper, we wish to suggest that the
failure of classical theory should properly be traced to
a failure of an approximation of classical theory —to
the assumption that accelerated particles of an ideal

gas do not radiate. Correction of this erroneous approxi-
mation allows a reformulation of classical statistical
thermodynamics which correctly predicts the blackbody
radiation spectrum and gives a classical interpretation
of some of the ideas of quantum statistical mechanics.

In Sec. II of this paper, we point out the specific

aspects of the traditional proofs for energy equipartition
which must fail if the radiation emitted by particles
is included in a classical theory. Despite difficulties

encountered with ideal gases for finite-rn. ass particles,
the usual ideas of an ideal gas become true in the limit

of massive particles. Thus it is possible to define temper-

ature in terms of the kinetic energies of ideal-gas

particles in the limit of infinite mass, and the basic
ideas of thermodynamics are not altered by our investi-

gation. However, the limitations of the traditional

analysis of classical statistical mechanics require an

effort to reformulate the theory. This is begun in Sec.
III. Noting that the definition of heat in terms of the
first law of thermodynamics requires that the thermal

energy of radiation at a temperature T should be finite,
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we see that the radiation from particles suggests that
there must be temperature-independent classical radi-
ation in the universe. The energy spectrum of this zero-

point radiation may be deduced from I.orentz invariance
or from the more traditional arguments of Wien associ-
ated with the reAection of radiation from a moving
mirror. The zero-point spectrum is then used to deduce
the Planck radiation spectrum for electromagnetic
radiation at finite temperature. In Sec. IV of this paper,
we explore the connections between entropy and

thermodynamic probability. Ke notice that the presence
of zero-point radiation leads to fluctuations and hence

probability notions even at the absolute zero of

temperature where changes of caloric entropy are
undefined. The connections between caloric entropy and

probability are separated out in the last part. The idea

of quanta is found to be a trick for extracting that part
of the thermodynamic probability which is indeed

connected with heat energy. Some examples introduced

by Einstein as proofs of the need for quanta are rein-

terpreted as continuous processes occurring naturally

in the presence of electromagnetic zero-point radiation.

Throughout the paper, comparisons are drawn with

the results of both traditional classical theory and

quantum theory. Specifically, the term "classical" is

intended to refer to continuous processes, and is to be
contrasted with quantum behavior referring to dis-

crete processes. By traditional classical theory, we mean

essentially the ideas of physics before Planck's revolu-

tionary work on quanta in 1900. The reformulation

given here makes no use whatsoever of quantum ideas,

no use of any notions of discrete or discontinuous

processes. Classical theory is found to give an adequate
formulation of statistical thermodynam. ics when classi-

cal radiation is included consistently.
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II. FAILURE OF TRADITIONAL CLASSICAL
ARGUMENTS FOR ENERGY

EQUIPARTITION

A. Failure in Principle of the Existence of an Ideal
Gas for Particles of Finite Mass

The existence in principle of an ideal gas plays a
crucial rule in the traditional theory of classical statis-
tical mechanics. The behavior of an ideal gas forms the
basis for a definition of temperature in thermodynamics,
and the basis for the equipartition theorem in statistical
mechanics. An ideal gas is imagined to consist of hard
spheres of small volume which are contained in thermo-
dynamic equilibrium inside a box of large volume. The
walls of the box are viewed as perfectly elastic reAectors
of the gas molecules, and serve no function except to
conQne the particles to a finite volume and hence allow a
discussion of equilibrium conditions. The particles are
assumed to be spread randomly in space throughout the
box, and to have random directions for their velocities.
The analysis' proceeds to consider the equilibrium
between particles of dift'erent mass, and later particles
with internal degrees of freedom. Based on very general
assumptions, it is found that in equilibrium all particles
irrespective of mass have the same average kinetic
energy. This allows a definition of temperature T as

(-,'mv') = —,'k T.

The analysis also indicates that each quadratic degree
of freedom has an average energy —,'kT.

The elementary account above for an ideal gas already
contains the approximation which leads to the failure
of traditional classical statistical thermodynamics. If
we consider the fact that an accelerated particle radi-
ates, then an ideal gas exists in principle only for in-
6nitely heavy particles. It is not true that in equilibrium,
particles of diferent mass have the same kinetic energy.

Let us consider a classical particle in a box. If the
particle collides with a perfectly elastic wall, then on
being accelerated the particle will radiate and will
lose kinetic energy. Thus on leaving the perfectly elastic
wall, the particle will have a lower velocity then when
it approached the wall. Thus, not all directions of
velocity are equally probable, near such a wall; rather
the approaching velocity is likely to be higher than the
receding velocity. One may enquire about the behavior
of a particle which has no interaction with the electro-
magnetic field and hence will not introduce problems
involving radiation. In this case it must be noted that
the particle passes through any wall, and hence cannot
be con6ned to a box as a particle must be before equi-
librium conditions occur. Any particle suitable for
discussion in statistical mechanics must have electro-

'See, for example, the account by R. P. Feynman, R. B.
I.eighton, and M. Sands, in Feynman Lectl) es on I'hysics |,'Addison-
Wesley Publishing Co. , Inc. , Reading, Mass. , 1963), Vol. I,
Chap. 39.

We see that the equipartition of energy

(-', mivi') = (-', mgvg') (4)

holds provided (vi v2) = 0, as is immediately assumed in

all elementary analyses. If, however, the particles radi-
ate, then (vi. v2) is nonvanishing just outside a perfectly
elastic wall, precisely because velocities leaving the
wall are lower than velocities approaching the wall, and
particles of different mass radiate away different frac-
tions of their energy. In other words, the naive argument
for energy equipartition collapses.

Note odded fm proof. This explanation apparently is
not su%ciently clear to readers who do not refer to
Ref. 1. What the traditional proof seeks to prove is
that at any given point in the box, all particles, in-
dependent of mass, have the same kinetic energy. The
average in Eq. (3) is over all possible collision con-
figurations at the given space point. The basic con-
cept can be understood by considering particles moving
in only one dimension and assuming that each of the
particles has a unique speed, Ivil for particle 1, and

Iv2I for particle 2. Then there are four possible con-
figurations for collision: (i) vi=

I vi I, v~
——

I v, I; (ii)
~1 ~1 ) ~2 'V2 j ill Vl ~l ) ~2 ~2 j iv
vi —

I
vl

I
v2 —

I
v2

I
. The relative positions of the

particles is always such that a collision actually occurs.
The average (vi v2) taken over all collisions is

~1' ~2 ~1 ~2 &1 ~2

+(—I»I)Iv I+(—lv I)(—I'I)=o
This is the result required for equipartition. However,
in our argument involving radiation we wish to take
a point right next to a wall, so that when the particle
is moving towards the wall, its average speed is larger
than when it is moving away from the wall, correspond-
ing to the energy loss due to radiation. In this case,
the four possible collision configurations become (i)
&1 &1 ) &2 &2 j ll Vl &1 ) &2 &2 62 ) ill

81 8]. 61) 82 t)2 j iv 8 1
= Vl 61) 52 ~2

+ e2. Now averaging over all collisions, we have

We are following the particularly lucid description of Ref. I.

magnetic interactions, and hence is subject to the radi-
ation probleni noted above.

Turning very specifically to Maxwell's argument' for
equipartition in an ideal gas, we consider the collision
of two particles, of mass and velocity m1, v1, and m2,

v2, respectively, viewing the collision in the center of
mass frame. Then it seems reasonable that all direc-
tions for the relative final velocity w have equal proba-
bility relative to the direction of motion of the center of
mass)

(w v. )=0.
Now w. v, can be rewritten as

w v, „,= I (m&v&' —m2v&')+(m2 —mi)(vi v2)$/

(mi+m, ) . (3)



(vi v2)=ere, &0 .If there is radiation at t.he walls,
then energy equipartition fails.

Perhaps the reader should be reminded that an analo-
gous situation is imagined in familiar quantum theory.
A particle in a box at temperature T in the quantum
analysis has a Maxwell-Soltzmann energy distribution
except for quantum correction terms involving inverse
powers in the mass. It is precisely such correction terms
which will appear due to radiation in classical theory.

As far as thermodynamics is concerned, the existence
of ideal-gas behavior for massive particles is all that is
required for the usual development of the theory. As
in the traditional theory, the first law of thermodynamics

d U'= —dW+dQ (6)

is used to define heat dQ, and the second law relates the
efficiencies of reversible engines to temperature dif-
ferences. The foundations of thermodynamics are
unaltered. Rather it is statistical mechanics, and in
particular the ideas of energy equipartition which have
been formulated incorrectly due to neglect of electro-
magnetic radiation from particles.

C. Failure of Classical Analyses for
Thermal Radiation

The traditional analyses for thermal radiation try to
include electromagnetic interactions as an appendix of

B. Ideal-Gas Behavior in the Limit of Massive
Particles: Definition of Temperature

Despite the difhculties mentioned in the previous
section, all is not lost regarding the idea of an ideal
gas. As the particles become more massive, the particle
velocities decrease and the accelerations, due, for
example, to harmonic-oscillator potential walls, will
decrease, so that the effects of radiation become
negligible. For this situation, we indeed expect the
traditional arguments of classical statistical mechanics
to be valid, and energy equipartition should indeed
hold. Thus, for gas molecules at reasonable temperatures
and low densities, the radiation effects become tiny, and,
as experimental evidence has long indicated, many
gases indeed behave approximately as ideal gases. It is
amusing to keep in mind the quantum analysis for this
situation. Just as we have argued that radiation effects
become small for massive particles, so the quantum
analysis argues that quantum effects become small for
such particles, although, of course, such effects are
still important in principle.

In the light of this ideal-gas behavior for massive
particles, we will define the temperature of a system in
thermal equilibrium as the average kinetic energy of
enclosed particles with weak mutual interactions in the
limit as the masses of the particles go to infinity,

lim (-', mv') =—2kT.

the traditional statistical mechanics which is developed
under the explicit assumption that such interactions
vanish. Thus it can hardly be regarded as surprising
that the traditional c1assical analyses lead to the in-
adequate Rayleigh- Jeans law.

For example, many classical treatments consider a
charged oscillator which interacts with both radiation
and, by collision, with particles of an ideal gas. Planck
calculated that the average energy of an oscillator of
frequency co in interaction with radiation would have an
average energy

where p(a&, T) is the distribution of electromagnetic
energy at frequency ~ and temperature T. The collisions
with gas molecules demanded in traditional theory an
average energy of kT, and hence imply

the Rayleigh-Jeans law. The erroneous argument lies
in the assignment of an average energy —,'kT per normal
mode, which we have just seen, actually holds only for
very massive particles where radiation by the oscil-
lator is small. But notice that a large particle mass m
leads to a low frequency of the oscillator since
~=(E/m)'t2 (where Z is the spring constant), and in
this limit of low frequency the Rayleigh-Jeans law is
indeed correct. All the analyses of thermal radiation in
traditional classical theory fail for high frequencies
where particle radiation is high and the usual ideal-gas
analysis breaks down.

III. CLASSICAL THEORY SUGGESTS PRESENCE
OF ELECTROMAGNETIC ZERO-POINT

RADIATION

A. Incoming Radiation in Classical
Statistical Mechanics

All formulations of classical e1ectromagnetism allow
unspecified incoming radiation in the far past. In
Maxwell electrodynamics, this radiation is arbitrarily
set equal to zero. Similarly, traditional classical statis-
tical mechanics assumes that this radiation vanishes
and that all radiation of interest in statistical physics is
thermal in origin. We will argue that contrary to these
traditional choices, classical theory requires the presence
of electromagnetic radiation at the absolute zero of
temperature.

B. Aside: Dynamic Equilibrium for Radiation

We will first present some heuristic ideas on this
problem of incoming radiation which are unconnected

3 M. Planck, The Theory of Heat Radiatiorr, (Dover Publications,
Inc. , New York, 1959), Part IV. A concise treatment appears in
M. Abraham and R. Becker, Theoric der Elekrisitat (B.G. Teubner
Verlag, Leipzig, $933), Vol. II, 6th ed. , pp. 373—5. A treatment
without explicit use of radiation damping appears in M. Born,
Atomic Physics (Hofner Publishing Co., New York, 1966),
pp. 254, 424.
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with our principal line of argument. In any thermo-
dynamic system, particle collisions will lead to sudden
accelerations of particles, producing radiation into
arbitrarily high ranges of frequency. The system will

gradually lose energy to these high frequencies unless
there is already radiation present which is reexchanged
with the lower frequencies, leading to equilibrium. But
the energy at these arbitrarily high frequencies will

constitute an infinite amount of energy which ac-
cordingly cannot be associated with thermal energy.
Thus, there m.ust be temperature-independent radiation
in the universe.

The heuristic idea of radiation equilibrium being
proposed here is that of a dynamical equilibrium where
the exchange of energy between frequencies is balanced
due to fundamental electromagnetic processes. It
seems particularly satisfying to note that exactly such a
dynamical equilibrium can be found in the case of zero-
point radiation. Thus on reAection from a moving
mirror, as given in the arguments for Wein's displace-
ment law, the effect of Doppler shift is such as to re-
distribute the energy of radiation of the zero-point
spectrum in precisely such a way as to preserve the
spectrum. 4 It i.s tempting to speculate that a purely
electromagnetic analysis leading to the blackbody
spectrum should be possible for thermal radiation.

C. Thermodynamics and Thermal Radiation

We have already remarked that the difficulties in
traditional theory regarding radiation by particles do
not inRuence the results of thermodynamics. Thus,
appropriately enough, when we turn to the thermo-
dynamic arguments involving thermal radiation, we
find that they are indeed in accord with experiment. We
will review these results here because we will find their
information useful on several occassions in what follows.

In all cases, the arguments combine the speci6c
properties of electromagnetic radiation with the ideas
of thermodynamics to obtain results appropriate for
electromagnetic heat radiation. A purely electromag-
netic calculation gives Maxwell's radiation pressure as
—', of the energy density of thermal radiation

Combining this result with thermodynamic arguments,
including use of a Carnot cycle, leads to the Stefan-
Boltzmann law for the energy density n of thermal
radiation

I=O-T4,

where cr is a constant and T is the absolute temperature.
An ingenious argument involving thermodynamics

and reflections of electromagnetic waves from a moving
mirror can be used to obtain Wein's law concerning
the spectral distribution of energy. Thus on an adiabatic
expansion of a cavity, the thermal energy is redistri-

'See Eq. (51) and Sec. III H.

buted among the frequencies in such a way that the
change in the spectral energy density p(&o, T) is given by

where

do) p((o, T), (12)

D. Container Walls and Thermodynamic Equilibrium

The great power of statistical thermodynamics lies
in the simplicity of its assumptions and the resulting
generality of its conclusions. At the outset, we called
into question some of the assumptions of the statistical
model, in particular the description of the interaction
of a particle and the enclosing walls. We will now try
to reinterpret this interaction, still speaking in the most
general terms possible.

In our discussion of the traditional ideal gas, we spoke
of the walls in the traditional context of perfectly
elastic rejecting potentials. We should note immediately
that such walls are not relevant for statistical mechanics
since they cannot lead to thermal equilibrium. Whereas
equilibrium will require a balance of both particle
energy and radiation, there is no wall which is at once
a perfectly elastic potential for both particles and radi-
ation. Thus, equilibrium requires that the walls as
well as the gas particles confined consist of physical
particles which can exchange both mechanical energy
and electromagnetic radiation. This mechanical be-
havior of the wall will be seen later to be of importance
in simplifying the considerations regarding thermal
radiation.

E. Particle with OsciQator in a Box

The failure of the equipartition theorem for particles
means that we do not at present know the average
kinetic energy of a gas molecule, or of a particle on a
spring, or of any of the traditional mechanical systems
used in statistical mechanics. What we do know is the
mean kinetic energy of a point particle in the limit of
infinitely heavy mass since this is the limit in which
radiation effects become negligible and, hence, tradi-
tional statistical mechanics holds; this was the limit in
which temperature was dered. Therefore, we take
advantage of this limiting situation.

and V is the volume of the cavity. This result can be
combined with the assertions that for blackbody radi-
ation I is a function of T alone, and that under an
adiabatic expansion the total thermal energy in the
cavity is changed by the negative of the work done, to
give

p(a), T)= (u'F(co/T), (13)

which is the familiar general form of Wein s displace-
ment law.
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(6') = (4l'7r4c4r/5~') p'(ur, T),

6 co 8
E=cv'—I' p(4o, T) —— p(co,T)—

5 38M

(17)

Following a suggestion of Einstein and Hopf, ' we

insert a classical dipole oscillator inside a very massive
particle. The massive nature of the particle connects
its kinetic energy to the temperature, while the oscil-
lator gives an explicit connection to the unknown radi-
ation field. For simplicity of analysis, the oscillator is
assumed to move only in the x direction while the oscil-
lator points along the s direction. The crucial idea, is
that at equilibrium, the average kinetic energy due to
interaction with the radiation field must be the same as
—,'kT which is known from the definition of temperature.

While the particle is in the interior of the box, the
intera, ction of the oscillator and the thermal radiation
present in the box can be separated roughly into two
aspects: (i) There is a. rapid fluctuating force due to the
interaction of the oscillating dipole with fluctuations in
radiation. This leads to a fluctuating impulse 6 during
a short time interval r (ii) Th. ere is a general "frictional"
force on the oscillator as it moves through the radiation.
This force tends to slow the particle down and, in

effect, is a radiation reaction force associated with the
work done by thermal radiation. At low velocities
appropriate for massive particles, this frictional force
may be taken as linear in the velocities Ii = —I'v.

There is a further force on the particle corresponding
to interactions with the walls. This must include a
contribution from the radiation reaction force since the
particle radiates due to the acceleration at the walls.

During a short time interval z, the walls give the par-
ticle an impulse J.

In equilibrium, the mean-square momentum of the
particle is a constant. Thus,

((mv, )')= ((m ,v+)') = ((mv, +L Pv, r+ J)—') (14).
We next expand the right-hand side. Remembering that
6 is as likely to be positive as negative during the time
interval 7., we see that

(v,h) = 0 and (5J)= 0. (15)

Also recalling that the mass of the particle must be
chosen large while the time interval z will be small, we

may neglect J"r'(v') compared to —2mPr(v'), and
(J') and —2Pr(v J) compared to 2m(v J). The resulting
expression is thus

—2nz(v J)= (dP) = —2mPr(v') . (16)

Using classical electromagnetic theory, Einstein and
Hopf' evaluated' (6') and I' as

corresponding in the case of a physical oscillator to

1"= -'(e'/sic') .

Substituting the results of Eqs. (17) and (18) into (16),
and setting ~snz(v') = stkT for the one degree of freedom,
we obtain

4I'x4c47- 6 co Bp—2m(vJ) = —p' —2kTrcvr' —F p——. (20)
5' 5 3 Bco

F. Problem of Particle Interactions with Walls

In the analysis up to this point, we have left unspeci-
fied the form of the interaction between a particle and
a wall appearing through the impulse J. In traditional
classical theory, the interaction with the walls may be
regarded as a completely elastic rebound of a particle,
and hence (vJ) vanishes, corresponding to the absence
of net work performed by the walls on the gas particles.
Thus Eq. (20) describes an energy balance for the
particle which during a time interval v balances the
energy (LV)/2m, gained through random impulses,
against the energy J'r(v') lost to work done by the
velocity-dependent radiation forces. If we make this
a,ssurnption that (vJ) vanishes, then the unique solu-
tion of the differential equation for p(~, T) is the
Rayleigh-Jeans distribution

p(cu, T) = (4os/vr'c') AT. (21)

This result fails to agree with experiment. It also leads
to an infinite thermal-energy change connected with a
finite temperature chang- a result which is in dis-
agreement with the ideas of energy conservation ex-
pressed in the first law of thermodynamics.

However, we note that classical statistical theory
does not force us into this result; the term (vJ) in Eq.
(20) is actually not convincingly determined, corre-
sponding to our lack of knowledge of interactions at the
walls. In particular, we note that the contribution from
a perfectly elastic potential wall is negative definit'e,

since the velocity of a particle which radiates is smaller
on leaving the wall than on approaching, while the
impulse J is always directed toward the interior of the
box. Thus in our view, the real problem of classical
theory is the determination of the unknown term (vJ).

G. Need for Temperature-Independent Radiation

Let us go back to the earlier classical results in the
Stefan-Boltzmann law and in the Wein displacement
law, which involve only radiation, in order to see what
information can be obtained regarding the interaction
with the walls. We first note tha, t the Stefan-Boltzmann
law implies that

where F is the damping parameter for the oscillator,
lim top(cu, T) =0, (22)

"" A. Einstein and L. Hopf, Ann. Physik 33, 1105 (1910).
' T. H. Boyer, Phys. Rev. 182, 1374 i1969).Evaluations of (As)

and P in more recent notation appear in the appendix of this paper.

since otherwise the energy density of thermal radiation
would be infinite. Looking at the right-hand side of
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Eq. (20), we find that for large cu, p'(o&, T) is negligible
compared to p(ar, 2'), and p(a&, T) must be decreasing so
that Bp(&o, T)/B&u is negative. But then the right-hand
side is negative, corresponding to the particle absorbing
energy at the wall. This is the antithesis of our notion
of a loss of kinetic energy of the particle due to radiation.

This apparent contradiction requires that we step
back and look again at our assumptions. The derivation
of Eq. (20) made use of classical electrodynamics and
the dehnition of temperature. The Stefan-Boltzmann
law follows from classical thermodynamics, Maxwell's
pressure of electromagnetic radiation, and the assump-
tion that all radiation in a blackbody cavity is thermal
ln origin.

The one hypothesis which is not of a fundamental
nature is the last-mentioned assumption that all radi-
ation of interest is thermal in origin. Indeed we pointed
out earlier that the incoming radiation in the universe
in classical theory has never been fixed from any experi-
mental data. Thus the possibility which we are com-
pelled to consider is that there is temperature-inde-
pendent radiation; i.e., in the terminology of electro-
magnetism, incoming radiation in the universe in the
far past. (The term "incoming" apparently confused
readers of the prepublication report of this paper. What
is meant is that the zero-point radiation is a solution of
the homogeneous Maxwell equations. The universe is
regarded as initially containing both matter and
ra.diation. )

At this point, we must be very careful with our nota-
tion. As in all our previous calculations, we will denote
by p(&u, T) the full spectral density of fluctuating
electromagnetic radiation. The purely electromagnetic
calculations such as those for (LV) and I' will be un-

altered in their dependence on p(~, T). At temperature
T=O, the full electromagnetic radiation becomes the
incoming zero-point radiation p(a&) = p(cu, T=0). Thus
the thermodynamic arguments apply only to the
additional heat energy p(~, T) —p(~). The Stefan-
Boltzmann law for heat energy is not of the form given
by Eqs. (10) and (12), but rather now reads

p(M) = const&(&o'. (25)

Looked at from another point of view, this corresponds
to setting F(~/T) =const in the usual form (13) of
%'ein's law. If we go back. to the original arguments
leading to Wein's law, we find that if p(co) has the form
in (25), then no net work is performed on a moving
mirror, and hence there is indeed no change in energy
density of radiation. Turning to consider the velocity-
damping force Ii= I'v, wher—e I' is given in (18), we
discover that p(cv) gives rise to no contributions to this
force. In fact, it can be showrP that p(~) of Eq. (25)
corresponds to the unique Lorentz-invariant spectrum
of electromagnetic radiation and hence cannot give
rise to any velocity-damping force. It is a natural
incoming radiation in a Lorentz-invariant universe.

The result obtained here for classical zero-point
radiation has an immediate connection with quantum
electromagnetic zero-point energy appearing in the
quantization of the electromagnetic held by analogy
with an assembly of simple harmonic oscillators. Indeed,
if we multiply the quantum zero-point energy -', A~

per normal mode by the number of normal modes per
unit frequency interval per unit volume, then we 6nd

Pquantum(&) = ~& /2& & (26)

This is of precisely the required form (25), with the
constant given in terms of Planck's constant h=2~A,

const = A/2ir'c'. (27)

In order to express experimental results in the forms
now familiar from quantum expressions, we will hence-
forth adopt this value for the constant in (25). Thus in
subsequent work, we will find that Ii enters our theory,
not as any quantum of action, but solely as the constant
setting the scale of the zero-point electromagnetic
radiation spectrum.

T=O, we expect no change of electromagnetic energy
no niatter what expansion of the cavity is made. Thus
at T=O, we require froin (11) that

0= ~P(~) = (3~LE(~)/&~3 P(~—))&I /I (24)
01

t P(~») P(~) j&~=~—&' (23)

H. Spectrum Required of Radiation at
Absolute Zero of Temperature

The immediate question for our theory is whether
there exists any form of zero-point radiation which will
fit consistently with the traditional ideas of classical
theory. We first remark that zero-point radiation
throughout the universe will not alter Maxwell's radi-
ation pressure, because it gives balancing forces on the
inside and outside of any wall of a cavity. But how about
Wein's arguments involving a moving mirrors Turning
to Eq. (11), we find the change in energy density of
radiation due to adiabatic compression. At temperature

2m(v J)= (5')r—o. (28)

Thus at equilibrium, the particle picks up energy due to

7 T. H. Boyer, Phys. Rev. 182, 1374 (1969). T. K. Marshall,
Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 61, 537 (1965).

I. Interaction of a Particle with a
Wall at Zero Temperature

Having found the form required of acceptable classical
radiation at temperature T=O, we now turn back to
Eq. (20) so as to consider the interactions (mJ) at the
wall at this temperature. Substituting P(&o) from Eqs.
(25) and (27), we find P=O, corresponding to the
absence of velocity-damping forces, and
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Ructuating radiation while in the box, and then gives
up the kinetic energy on striking a wall. The energy
can be given up in dipole radiation by the particle s

oscillator and also through mechanical excitations of the
particles forming the walls. The mechanical excitations
will decay through the emission of radiation, and hence
the energy absorbed by the particle in the box will

eventually be returned to the radiation Geld completing
the energy balance.

J. Derivation of the Spectrum of
Blackbody Thermal Radiation

The next step in the analysis requires the explanation
of the interaction of the particles and the walls at finite
temperature. We have already remarked that the walls
must be regarded as formed of mechanical systems
which can absorb mechanical energy. For equilibrium,
the walls must be at the same temperature as the en-

closed particles and radiation. Hence it is natural to
assume that as far as purely thermal energy is involved,
there is no net transfer of energy between a gas of
particles and the walls. In other words, particles in

collision with the walls will emerge with a spectrum of
kinetic energies the same as the entering particles—
except for the crucial contribution of zero-point energy
which can be removed only at the walls. Thus we are
suggesting

2nz(vJ)r ——2m(vJ)r ——
p
——(4')r p. (29)

The result can be inserted. in Eq. (20) together with the
value of (LV)z p obtained from p(co) in (25). The result-

ing differential equation for p(p~, T) has a unique solu-

tion continuous at T=O, and for the choice of constant
as in (27), gives

(co T) = (cv'/7r'e') [h&u/(e"""r 1)+,'Dpi)—, (30-)

which is the experimentally observed Planck spectrum.
A derivation of the blackbody radiation spectrum

along the lines followed here has been given previously. '
However, in the earlier analysis, electromagnetic zero-

point radiation was regarded as a new postulate to be
combined with traditional theory. Here we wish to

emphasize that a careful analysis of classical theory
naturally suggests the presence of precisely this zero-

point radiation. Rather than forming a new ad hoc

postulate on top of classical theory, temperature-
independent radiation fits in neatly to 611 one of the

gaps in our knowledge of classical behavior.

K. Repetition of Analysis for Classical Oscillator

At the outset of this work, we pointed out that the
traditional ideas of energy equipartition fail in general,
holding only for massive particles where radiation is
negligible. The crucial aspect of the accurate arguments
involving thermal radiation is the use of a heavy particle
to give the temperature in terms of the definition (5),

and then a coupling to the electromagnetic 6eld, through
an entirely independent oscillator whose average energy
is unknown at the start. In the analysis above, we chose
a particle in a box. Here we point out that the analysis
is exactly the same for a heavy particle on the end of a
spring.

In equilibrium, the average energy of a spring oscil-
lator of mass m and spring constant E is time-indepen-
dent so that

(2+xI +2riii t ) (2+xtyr +pripvtyr ) (21'(xt+vtr)
+ (1/2m) (mp, +6—Pp, r —Kx,r+ g)'), (31)

where the impulse terms have been separated out
roughly as follows: (i) 6 represents the fluctuating
impulse in the time interval v due to the interaction of
electromagnetic radiation with the dipole oscillator
inside the particle. (ii) Pv is t—he velocity-dependent
damping force due to radiation. (iii) ICx is t—he force
due to the spring. (iv) g is the impulse delivered to the
particle in the time interval y due to radiation reaction
not associated with thermal radiation.

We must be somewhat careful on this separation of
terms. In Eq. (14), we spoke of J as an impulse due to
the walls including unspecified sects due to radiation
reaction. Here the impulse from the spring is separated
out; kxr+g —corresponds to what was termed J.
Also, we should realize clearly that both Per and g—are
impulses associated with radiation reaction. The average
velocity-dependent force —Pv due to radiation does
work. on the particle with the energy reappearing in the
thermal radiation field, and hence is a radiation
reaction force. The crucial point is that the radiation
reaction associated with zero-point radiation must be
separated out as a distinct term not included in the
velocity-dependent damping force —I'e.

Here again we expand the right-hand expression.
Noting that (vA), (xD), and (AJ) vanish due to the
fluctuating character of 6, and dropping terms which
are essentially second order in r, we arrive at

0= (6')—2npPr(v')+2m(vg), (32)

which is exactly of the form (16). Again an analysis of
the situation at temperature T=O in the presence of
zero-point radiation where (6')r p/0 but Pr=p=0,
reminds us of the need for the further radiation reaction
impulse g. Without this term, the oscillator would
perform a random walk to arbitrarily high energy and
equilibrium would be impossible.

L. Zero-Point Energy of Particles

The presence of zero-point electromagnetic radiation
will lead to zero-point energy of all particles interacting
with radiation. Since we have previously remark. ed
that all particles satisfying the properties demanded of
traditional statistical mechanics, such as being confined
by a box, must interact with radiation, we conclude
that all particles of interest here acquire zero-point
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energy. The introduction of thermal energy of particles
must be in addition to the zero-point energy.

In the case of a particle at temperature T= 0, we saw
that the particle acquired energy through interaction
with the internal dipole oscillator. The Quctuating
impulses (6 )r o acquired in a time r, as indicated in

Eq. (17), depends only on the parameter I' of the oscil-
lator and not on the mass of the particle. Relative to the
frame in which the particle was at rest at time t, the
particle acquires a kinetic energy ~(LV)r=o(m in a time
v. This kinetic energy varies inversely as the mass and,
hence, becomes vanishingly srr. all for a very massive
particle. The actual zero-point energy of a particle in a
box will depend on the detailed shape of the box which
will dictate the stationary probability distribution for
the particle undergoing Brownian motion due to the
Quctuations of zero-point radiation. The situation here
is quite analogous to quantum mechanics where the
ground-state energy eigenvalue of a particle in a box
depends crucially on the shape of the box through the
boundary conditions on the Schrodinger equation.

It should be apparent to the reader that there 's a
distinction of the most fundaIT;. ental sort between
thermal radiation and zero-point radiation. Thus the
contribution to particle kinetic energy by heat radiation
goes to a 6nite nonzero limit 23k T in Eq. (5) as the mass
of the particle becomes infinite. By contrast, for a
particle in a box, the contribution to particle kinetic
energy from zero-point radiation vanishes as the mass
of the particle becomes infinite. The Quctuating electro-
magnetic radiation contributes to all electromagnetic
processes in the form of the energy density p(~, T)
without any distinction between the zero-point and
heat contributions. The contrast in the behavior of the
two components of the radiation can immediately be
traced to the difference in spectral distributions of

energy.
The heat contribution to radiation depends specifi-

cally on the reference frame of the container and gives
rise to velocity-dependent forces. These velocity-
dependent forces are what act to impose the tendency
toward equipartition of energy. The radiation Quctu-
ations must give rise to mean-square velocity determined

by the external-temperature parameter T before the
velocity-dependent forces act to rob the particle of its
energy.

By contrast, the zero-point spectrum is I-orentz-
invariant and cannot give rise to velocity-dependent
forces. A particle in free space would perform a random
walk in energy without any limitation. It is the con-
tainer which enforces equilibrium on a particle at
absolute zero. In total contrast to the heat contribution,
the parameters determining the equilibrium energy
involve the mass of the particle and the dimensions of
the box. The equilibrium equation (28) does not de-

scribe the particle energy at equilibrium; it merely
notes that the energy absorbed from the zero-point
radiation is given up through radiation reaction at the

walls of the box. Electromagnetic zero-point radiation is
fundamentally connected with some of the most pro-
found problems of physics, with the ideas of radiation
reaction, of inertial frames of reference, and of particle
mass.

IV. ENTROPY AND THERMODYNAMIC
PROBABILITY

A. Traditional Classical Ideas of Entropy

Heat energy is associated with random motions of the
elements of a system. Hence in thermodynamics, it is
not enough to specify the energy of a system; we must
also describe the state of disorder, the entropy.

The idea of entropy is approached from two distinct
directions in statistical thermodynamics. On the one
hand, thermodynamics introduces the caloric entropy

dS„q„;,=dg/T (reversible process), (33)

where S„i„;,is found to be a state function for the
system. On the other hand, for systems with finitely
many degrees of freedom, a probabilistic entropy S„,b
is introduced connected to the thermodynamic proba-
bility 8',

Sp,.b ——(Sy„b)0+& lnW,

where W is the number of microstates of the system
which give the same macrostate. It was one of the
triumphs of Boltzmann's work in classical statistical
physics to suggest the coincidence of these two notions
of entropy. However, we propose that this idea is
erroneous. In the view presented in this paper, it is
precisely the failure to distinguish clearly between these
two forms of entropy in the context of electromagnetism
which was one of the contributing factors leading to the
rejection of classical theory and to the quantum
revolution of the beginning of the century.

B. Caloric Entropy

In the context of our classical reformulation, the
traditional ideas of caloric entropy appearing in thermo-
dvnarnics are unchanged. The definition of S.,i„;,in
(33) is still acceptable. Again, we find the usual ideas of
the conservation of entropy in a reversible cycle.
However, we must recall that the usual calculations of
entropy for an ideal gas hold only in the case of very
heavy gas particles where the zero-point energy of the
particles is small.

C. Reconsideration of Traditional Connection Between
Caloric Entropy and Thermodynamic Probability

The limitation that the traditional entropy calcula-
tions for ideal gases hold only for massive particles is of
considerable importance. It reminds us that the tra-
ditional arguments connecting caloric entropy and
probability Inust be reexamined in the light of zero-
point energy arising from electromagnetic radiation.
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I.et us consider two specific examples. The first
involves a traditional ideal gas of particles of mass m at
temperature T in an insulated volume V, where,
following the traditional outlook, we ignore the thermal
radiation. If a wall of the box is suddenly removed, then
the gas undergoes a free expansion to a volume V'.
The entropy of the gas is a state function of the gas and
hence depends only on the initial and Anal equilibrium
conditions of the gas. Replacing the irreversible expan-
sion by a reversible expansion with the same initial
and 6nal conditions, we obtain' the change in entropy
of the gas of 1V molecules:

AS= 1Vk ln(V'/V) . (35)

However, this change in entropy can be compared with
the change in thermodynamic probability of the system.
The traditional argument remarks that the kinetic
energy of the particles must be the same in the initial
and final states, and hence that the change in thermo-
dynamic probability is related solely to the change in
volume accessible to the system. A short calculation'
provides

W/W'= V~/V'",

and hence in this case

(36)

D. Classical, Thermodynamic Probability
of Harmonic Oscillator

Having touched upon the concept of caloric entropy,
we now wish to approach the problem of thermodynamic
probability. The fundamental postulate in classical
thermodynamic probability, is that all states accessible
to the system are equally probable. The system con-

s R. Resnick and H. Halliday, Physics Uohn Wiley k Sons,
Inc. , New York, 1967), Vol. I. pp. 640, 642.

AS„~„;,=+k(lnW' —lnW) . (37)

There is an immediate connection between caloric
entropy and thermodynamic probability.

This argument is wrong for particles of finite ma, ss.
Zero-point radition gives rise to a zero-point kinetic
energy of the particles which will depend upon the con-
6guration of the volume V and V'. Thus there is a
change in kinetic energy of the particles. By the erst
law of thermodynamics, heat AQ has entered the system
and the caloric entropy has changed. Also, the change in
kinetic energy means a further change in the thermo-
dynamic probability. The detailed connection between
caloric entropy and thermodynamic probability is not
immediately clear.

A more striking example involves a free expansion of a
gas of weakly interacting particles at temperature T= 0.
In this case, the change in caloric entropy cannot be
de6ned, but, in principle, it is possible to compute the
change in thermodynamic probability of the system as
a change of the zero-point energy distribution in classi-
cal phase space.

sidered first in traditional developments is that of a par-
ticle in a box under the assumption that all positions in
the box are equally probable, as are all directions of
particle velocity. However, we have emphasized that
any classical statistical system of 6nite mass must be
considered in conjunction with the associated equi-
librium radiation. In the case of a particle in a box, the
description of a state of the system is complicated by
the fact that the energy transfer between the particle
and radiation parts of the system includes a transfer
at the walls so that it is dificult to describe the states of
the entire system in the crucially important region of
low temperature.

The case of a harmonic oscillator may be somewhat
easier to handle. It is frequently pointed out that
radiation behaves in many respects as a collection
of harmonic oscillators. The exchange of energy is
merely between a physical oscillator and the radi-
ation oscillators. Following traditional arguments, we
assume that the probability distribution on the oscil-
lators' phase space makes the probabilistic entropy or,
equally well, the thermodynamic probability a maxi-
mum. In the present case, maximum entropy of the
system should mean maximum entropy per oscillator.
Dividing phase space for the mechanical oscillator into
boxes of (temporarily) finite volume G, we require that
the probabilistic entropy should be a maximum in
conjunction with the restrictions that the average energy
be given by E, and that the total probability on phase
space be unity. Thus denoting by m; the probability of
the particle being in the ith box with energy E;, we have

Z=P E;w;,

(38)

(»)

Sn,(&b=(Sn,()b)p —k Q w, lnw;, (40)

8Snspb =0 = k

(inwit+

1)Rvg (4&)

Because of the form of the constraint equations, it is
clear that the probability z, can depend only upon the
energy E; of the ith element in phase space, and the
solution is the familiar canonical distribution'

w =e ~"'E/Q e ~"~ (42)

dqdp exp
(-', Kx'+p'/2m)

(43)

'See the work of Planck in Ref. 3, Part III. Also, F. W. Sears,
Thermodynamics, the Einetic Theory of Gases, and Statistical
2lfechanics (Addison-|Atesley Publishing Co., Ine. , Reading, Mass. ,
1953), Chap. 14.

or, in the limit as the volume G of the elements in phase
space go to zero,

—
(-', x~2+-', ps/m)-

w(q, p) =exp—
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The total probabilistic entropy for the system is given by

Sorob= (Sorob) a+k lnE ) (44)

with the additive constant (S„,b)s unknown as in all

of classical theory.

F. Discrepancy between Caloric and
Probabilistic Entropy

The reader may be somewhat surprised by the situ-
ation at which we have arrived. On the one hand, we

have applied classical statistical thermodynamics to
electromagnetic radiation, have seen the need for zero-

point radiation, and have then derived the Planck
distribution law. Thus taking p(to, T) according to Eq.
(30), we have the average of an oscillator in the electro-
magnetic Geld given by (7) as

Z= Ao)/(e""tsar 1)+',At—o, - (45)

which is precisely the result of quantum theory. On the
other hand, we have applied classical statistical thermo-

dynamics to an oscillator~in the electromagnetic field
and have found the classical entropy (44). If we merely
dBerentiate this result, we find

BSprob

BE E
(46)

Now from the 6rst law of thermodynamics and the
definition (33), it follows that

BScaio)rie

BE T
(47)

' T. W. Marshall, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A276, 475 (1963).
The aspect of Marshall's work which interest us here is the calcu-
lation in Secs. 3 and 4.

E. Phase-Space Distribution of Classical Oscillator in
Fluctuating Classical Electromagnetic Field

It is of some interest to note that we can check the
purely statistical argument given above against a
calculation for the phase-space distribution of the
oscillator based purely on classical electromagnetic
theory. It was noted long ago that a classical oscillator
of frequency co in equilibrium with random electro-
magnetic radiation will have an average energy related
to the spectrum of electromagnetic energy at frequency
to as in Eq. (7). However, more recently, Marshall'o

has extended the calculation to obtain the phase-space
density of such a classical oscillator, and, in a velocity-
damping approximation, he obtains precisely the
Gaussian shape in Eq. (43). Thus, the classical argu-
ments from thermodynamic probability are in complete
agreement with purely electromagnetic calculations.

If we identify Sp„bwith S„&„;„weGnd the result of
traditional energy equipartition

(48)

How are we to reconcile the contradictory results of
Eqs. (45) and (48)? The answer to this old dilemma has
been hinted at throughout this section; it is the fact
that Sp„band S„&„;,cannot be identified. Entropy is
associated with disordered energy. However, we have
found that the universe contains two sources of dis-
ordered energy. One source is the radiation associated
with finite temperature; the other is associated with the
random Quctuations of the incoming electromagnetic
zero-point radiation. Both sources of random energy
contribute to the entropy Sp„bassociated with thermo-
dynamic probability.

V. HISTORICAL EXAMPLES OF THE MISMATCH
BETWEEN S @i''i AND SpI ob ALTERNATIVE

INTERPRETATIONS THROUGH QUANTA
OR ZERO-POINT RADIATION

A. Historical Comment

Planck discovered" his famous radiation law without
the idea of quanta. Rather, the formula arose as a
natural modification of the connection between the
entropy and energy of thermal radiation, which formed
an interpolation between the contradictory entropy-
energy formulas of Wein and of Rayleigh and Jeans.
Only after noting the success of this modification did
Planck return to try to find a theoretical justification for
the modification. He found an explanation in the notion
of discrete units of energy, the notion of quanta. The
experimentally verified radiation formula was obtained
provided he modified the classical calculation of thermo-
dynamic probability by the use of quanta. The essence
of quantum statistical mechanics lies right here; it is
a modification of the traditional classical connection
between entropy and thermodynamic probability.

The point of view advanced in the present paper is
that the introduction of the notion of quanta is quite
unnecessary. Just as the blackbody radiation spectrum
can be explained by the presence of classical electro-
magnetic zero-point radiation, so also the discrepancy
between entropy and therm. odynamic probability
follows naturally from this same zero-point radiation.
The idea of quanta forms a subterfuge for what is a
natural part of a theory of classical statistical thermo-
dynamics including electromagnetism.

In this last part of our analysis, we turn to consider
a number of examples of historical importance in the
development of quantum theory. Early in this century,

~'The historical arguments regarding thermal radiation are
traced in K. T. Whittaker, A History of the Theorees of Aether ond
Electricity, 3foderrI, Theories 1900-19Z6 {Philosophical Library,
New York, 1954), Chap. III. See also M. J. Klein, in The Egtlral
Philosopher (Blaisdell Publishing Co., New York, 1964), Vol. 3,
p. 1.
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Einstein proposed a number of situations which he
concluded had their most natural interpretations in
terms of quanta. Inasmuch as Einstein became skeptical
of later formulations of quantum theory, it is ironic
that it is precisely his incisive and fundamental ex-
amples which we will review and then reinterpret with-
out quanta in terms of classical electromagnetic zero-
point radiation.

3. Fluctuations in Thermal Radiation

cu and co+dM undergoes spontaneous fluctuations. Along
with this Quctuation in the energy is a change in
the associated entropy. Denoting by Z the entropy
contribution between cu and &a+dhe for the larger volume
and by S that of the smaller volume, we have

B~ BS) 1 Bs~ BsS
+l —+—le+- + le'+

~ (5o)
k Be Be) 2 Bee Bee)

It was in 1909 that Einstein" proposed the following
problem involving Quctuations of electromagnetic
radiation which proved a quandary for traditional
classical theory. Although Einstein found the resolu-
tion of the problem in terms of quanta, our point of
view suggests that the diKculty should be properly
traced to the mismatch between caloric entropy and
thermodynamic probability. We will 6rst summarize the
original arguments and our reinterpretation, and then
will consider each aspect in more detail. Einstein
considered the Quctuation of radiation in an enclosure
and, using the traditional connection of entropy and
probability, derived a relation between entropy and
mean-square energy Quctuations of the radiation,

O'Sp, ,b —k

per normal mode. Now in the wave theory of electro-
magnetism (e') =E'. Einstein then assumed Sn„b
=S„~„;„andsaw that his derivation had led to the
erroneous Rayleigh-Jeans law of radiation. Einstein
concluded that the error lay in the assumed wave nature
of light. Accordingly, he recomputed (e') for the case of
photons, ending a new value such that the assumption
Sp„b=S.,i„;,led satisfactorily so the Planck radiation
law without zero-point radiation. The point of view
advanced in the present analysis is that the modi6-
cation required is the recognition that Sp„b/5.,&„;,.
The connection of S.,i„;,must be with the purely
thermal Quctuations. Regarding the thermal and zero-
point Quctuations as independent so that the mean
squares of the Quctuations add, we have a relation for
S i„;,which leads to the Planck law with zero-point
energy. %e do not modify the wave nature of electro-
magnetism but rather note the mismatch between
S~„band S„i„;,which arises from the presence of
Quctuating radiation at the zero of temperature.

where Zo and $p are the equilibrium entropies, e is the
Quctuation in energy of 'U, and all derivatives are evalu-
ated when the Quctuation is zero. The first derivatives
vanish because the entropy is a maximum for the energy
distribution at equilibrium. If the volume V is much
larger than 'U, the second derivative of Z may be neg-
lected compared to that of S. Noting, further, that the
derivative with respect to e may be changed to one with
respect to 'K, the expression becomes

1/O'S
S(e)=Zo+Sp+-l e'.

2 (Wl,s
(51)

The value of const' may be found by taking the integral
over all energy Quctuations as giving unit total proba-
bility. Since the entropy will be sharply peaked at the
equilibrium energy, we may here take the limits of
integration for the energy Quctuation from —~ to ~.
Finally, from the definition of mean-square Quctuation

it follows that

(e') = e' dW

B'S„,b —k

(e')

(53)

(54)

The magnitude of the Quctuations can be obtained"
from purely electromagnetic theory of waves giving

Now we connect entropy with probability. From (34),
we have the probability for various Quctuations e in
energy given by

dW =const&(expLS„,b(e)/k jds

~ &prob= const'&&exp — e' de. (52)
2k Wl, '

C. Relation between Entropy and
Fluctuations in Energy

where
(e') = (s-sos/~s) psdes,

8,= pdco. (56)
Einstein proposed to consider a cavity containing

thermal radiation, which could be regarded as separated
into a large volume V and a small volume 'U. The energy
'L of electromagnetic radiation in 'U between frequencies

r'- A. Einstein, Phys. Zeits. 10, 185 (1909).

For convenience of analysis, we now use Eq. (7) to

~3 H. A. Lorentz, Les Theories Statistiques en Thermodynumique
(B. G. Tenbner Veriag, Leipzig, 1916),p. 114. See aiso, S. Tomon-
aga, Quantum Mechanics (North-Holland Publishing Co., Amster-
dam, 1962), Vol. I, p. 298.
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remove the factors corresponding to the number of
normal modes per unit frequency interval, and go over
to the fluctuations per normal mode, or, equally well,
to the corresponding Quctuations of an oscillator in the
radiation Geld. We then find

BS rob

BE2 E' (57)

~/(~kralkT 1) (61)

in agreement with Planck's formula. Here was another
piece of circumstantial evidence condemning classical
theory and favoring a quantum analysis.

The reformulation of classical theory proposed here
offers an alternative explanation of the situation. In
this view, Eq. (57) is entirely correct. It follows from
fundamental classical ideas involving thermodynamic
probability and also the wave nature of light. In order
to use this equation to derive the relationship of energy
and temperature, we must Grst separate out the contri-
butions to the entropy from thermal Quctuations and
zero-point Quctuations. Since the Quctuations are from
independent sources, they add as mean squares

(e )totai (& )zero-point+(& )caloric ~ (62)

Thus the caloric entropy is associated with the mean-

for the relationship between Sp„b and the average
oscillator energy E.We should note that if we turn back
to our calculations for the probabilistic entropy of a
harmonic oscillator, then we find that this Quctuation
equation (57) is identical with the derivative of Eq. (46)
with respect to Ee

The crucial point in Einstein's analysis is the next
step, the assumption that S»ob=S,e«»c in Eq. (57).
Thus with this assumption, Einstein concludes that
E=k T for an oscillator and that the erroneous Rayleigh-
Jeans law holds for the spectral energy distribution
p(tp, T). In searching for an explanation of the failure
of the analysis, Einstein directed his attention to the
right-hand side of Eq. (54), to the calculation of (e').
In particular, Einstein showed that if we reject the wave
nature of light and regard it rather as composed of
discrete quanta of energy flee, then (e') is not the value
given in (55), but rather is

( )tight quanta= I ~~p+ (~ ~ /~ )P jd~ (5g)

Again removing the factor of the number of normal
modes per unit frequency interval, this corresponds for
an oscillator to

B'Sp,.b/BE' = —k/(E'+ AtuE) . (59)

Row making the identification Sp„b=S„l„;„Einstein
found

1/T = BS„i„;,/BE = BS „b/BE= (k/hen) ln((E+ Ate)/Ej

(60)
aild

square Quctuations associated with temperature as

B ~caloric2

( ') .= ( '&'/ ')P'(»)d
(& )zero-point= (tr & /& )p (tu)ig& ~

This gives the relation per normal mode

(«)
(65)

B Scaloric

E2 E 2 E2 (1ggtu)2
(66)

where in the last expression we have substituted the
specific result of (25) and (27) for the zero-point spec-
trum p(to). Thus integrating once, we have

1 BS„i„;,+k fE+Ep k fE+-,'htu

) (67)
T BE 2Ee tE Ee Atp —kE—2htu)

and E= Ate/(e""»r —1)+-',Aq), (68)

which is the same result as Einstein's argument except
for the zero-point energy -', Ace. We conclude that an
acceptable alternative interpretation is possible within
classical theory.

D. Classical Explanation for Planck's Quanta

The example above provides a detailed description
of how the idea of quanta forms a subterfuge for hand-
ling a situation in which two independent energies con-
tribute to entropy but only one energy is recognized in
the theory. Thus we have noted that the Quctuations
associated with the caloric part of the entropy are given
per oscillator by

(& )eaiorie= E Ee z (69)

where E' gives the total mean-square Quctuation in-
cluding that due to zero-point energy. If, however, we
are aware only of the caloric energy, then we would try
to write this Quctuation entirely in terms of E„l„;„
where

E=Eeaiorin+ E0 r

and would find the association

(70)

(~ )caiorie= E Eo = Eeeioric +2EoEca«rie (71)

But this latter expression has an immediate interpreta-
tion in terms of Quctuations of the caloric energy arising
from quanta of magnitude 2EO. Thus the idea of quanta
of magnitude Ace follows actually from the presence of
classical zero-point energy Eo= —,'Ace. The success of
Planck's idea of quanta can thus be accounted for on the
classical level precisely in terms of the failure to recog-
nize the contribution of Quctuating zero-point radiation.

g& /caloric && /total g& /zero-point

Using the result in (55) based on the wave nature of
light, we have
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It is clear that a classical explanation for photon
statistics can be given along these same lines. We must
6rst recognize that counting according to indistinguish-
ibility of particles is not the essence of Bose-Einstein
statistics. In order to avoid the Gibbs paradox in classi-
cal theory, ' the identical-particle counting usually
associated with Bose-Einstein statistics must be used
in classical statistical mechanics if the particles are
classically identical. The distinguishibility associated
with nonmechanical properties, such as the color of the
paint on the molecule, are associated with noncaloric
aspects of entropy. Properly, identical-particle counting
is an entirely classical idea; for example, with this
counting the traditional Maxwell-Boltzmann distri-
bution of particle velocities is obtained in the classical
limit of a continuous distribution on phase space. The
essence of Bose-Einstein statistics is not the identical-
particle counting; it is the use of phase-space cells of
finite size in calculating the partition function, This
leads to the dispersion formula for photons in Bose-
Einstein statistics"

(72)

where here e„is the number of photons of frequency
u„.However, we can see this quantum statistical result
follows directly from the classical interpretations given
above in (71). Quantum statistical mechanics regards
E„&„;,as arising from photons of energy 280. Thus

+caloric= (+r)2+0 ~

Then the fluctuation in caloric energy (e').,&„;,will be
associated with fluctuations in the number of photons

(e')„,.„.= ((An, 2Z,)2).

Writing the classical fluctuation equation (71) in this
photon notation and dividing out the common factor
of (220)', we have exactly Eq. (72), usually derived
from quantum statistics. Details of the analysis for
both photon and general Bose-Einstein statistics will

be presented in another publication.

E. Equilibrium of Particle in a Box:Einstein s
A- and 8-Coefficient Analysis

In the early part of this paper, we used as a funda-
mental starting point the ideas of Einstein for a heavy
particle with a dipole oscillator con6ned to a box. We
have shown that a purely classical analysis of this
problem leads naturally to the idea of electromagnetic
zero-point radiation and hence to an explanation of
equilibrium which is in agreement with experiment.
The distribution of thermal radiation found is the
Planck law with zero-point radiation.

'4 See, for example, F. Reif, FNndamentals of Statistical and
Thermal Physics (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. , New York,
1965), pp. 243-246.

"See Ref. 24, p. 346.

We should point out that this physical system also
has a description in terms of quanta. In the original
1910 work, ' Einstein and Hopf followed traditional
classical theory in neglecting interactions of the par-
ticles with the walls of the box, and derived the equi-
librium equation

(~')= 2mrr(") = 2rk2 r

corresponding to our Eq. (16) without the term
—2m(vt). Substituting in the classical electromagnetic
values for (A2) and I' given here in (17) and (18), they
arrived at the Rayleigh-Jeans law. They regarded the
analysis as an unimpeachable argument for the failure
of classical theory.

Since the physics leading to (74) seemed funda-
mental, Einstein' returned to the problem from a
quantum perspective in 1917.Accepting the equilibrium
balance (74), he computed new values for (6') and P
based upon the interaction of the particle (now contain-
ing a discrete two-level system), with photons carrying
energy Ata and linear momentum &ca/c. This is part of
the famous A and 8 coeKcient derivation of Planck's
law. Now P4) leads to the Planck distribution without
zero-point energy.

Thus we note that this physical situation also allows
analysis alternatively in terms of light quanta or of
electromagnetic zero-point radiation. It is, however,
interesting to note the difference in the analyses in the
limit of small temperature T —+ 0. In this limit,
Einstein's quantum values for QP) and for I' both
vanish so that the particle is subject to no fluctuations.
The inherent quantum motion at T=O must in this
argument be added as a further ad hoc postulate. How-
ever, in the argument through classical radiation, the
zero-point motion is consistently accounted for since
the particle is still subject to the fluctuations (A )& 0

due to random radiation at the absolute zero of
temperature.

VL SUMMARY OF CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM
INTERPRETATIONS OF THERMAL

RADIATION

The following equations outline the different inter-
pretations of thermal radiation, including the tradi-
tional classical theory leading to the Rayleigh-Jeans
law, the Planck derivation involving 6nite cell size on
phase space, and the classical interpretation in the
presence of electromagnetic zero-point radiation. The
equations common to the three points of view are
centered on the page, while the divergent interpreta-
tions are given in three parallel columns. The thermo-
dynamic and statistical mechanical aspects are treated
separately.

~6 A. Einstein, Phys. Zeits. 18, 121 (1917). See also Abraham
and Becker, Theoric der Blekrisitat (B. G. Yeubner Verlag,
Leiprig, 1933),VoL II, 6th ed. , pp. 388—395.
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Traditional classical Quantum

1. ThermodyrIami cs

Zero-point classical

Energy density

uc= E,(M, T) dM =O.T
=pK c

(75)

Entropy density

sc=
6)

5,((o,T) do) =-,'0.T'.
„7r2c3

(76)

Connection with temperature

(BS.(~,T)) 1

(BE.(co,T))„T (77)

All energy in statistical mechanics is heat (caloric) energy. E,(a&, T) is the
only fluctuating energy and 5,(ar, T) is the associated entropy per normal
mode.

There is fluctuating electromagnetic
radiation E(cv) at zero temperature.
The caloric energy is de6ned as
E.(~,T)= E(&u, T) E(—~), —where
E(~,T) is the total fluctuating
radiation at temperature T, and
E(cu)= E(cu, T=—O). Caloric entropy
is associated with caloric energy
only.

Z. Statistical 3fechani cs

Each normal mode is considered separately, corresponding to a single oscillator of the same frequency. The
explicit labels cv and T are dropped so that E=E(cu, T), Eo= E(c—o), S,,„=5,,„(~,T).Derivatives are written as partial
derivatives with co held fixed. All sources of disordered energy are involved in the phase-space distributions. Bose-
Einstein counting is used in all cases. Initially the phase-space cell size is finite with value G, and ellipses following
lines of constant energy are used to subdivide phase space.

The entropy associated with thermodynamic probability is

5,= —kg w;lnw, , (78)

where m; is the probability of the particle being in the ith cell with energy 8;.

Then

h5~=0, E=P E~w, , 1=+w;.

I;=ne-&~'

(79)

S„=kinQ e &~*—kPE (81)

(BS,/BE) =kP, (82)

E=G/(e~~ —1) . (83)

Cell size G~ 0. Kq. (83) becomes Cell size G —+ A~. Eq. (83) becomes Cell size G —+0. Eq. (83) becomes

E—
P

—1 E= k(v/(e""~ —1) . (84b) E—P-1 (84c)
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3. Connection between Thermodynamics and Statisticat Mechanics'

The thermodynamic equation (77) becomes in. the oscillator notation,

(86a)

(BS./BE,) = 1/T.

(86b) E=E,+Ep,

(85)

(S6c)

(87c)S~/S„

S„=S„ (87a) S„=S., (87b) where Eo -', A&v
——from arguments

Eqs. (82), (85), (86a), and (8/a) Eqs. (82), (85), (86b), and (87b)
imply imply

p= (kT)-'.

Eqs. (84a) and (ssa) imply

A=AT.

Energy equipartition.

(ssa)

(S9a)

P=(kT) '.
Eqs. (84b) and (ssb) imply

E—P~/(eAruikT 1)

Planck oscillator formula.

(88b) Pg (I~T)
—'

There are now two sources of
disordered energy. Mean-square
energy fluctuations (e') add, giving

(~')= (~.')+&«').

From (78) and (79),

For the thermal Quctuations alone,

(1/k) (B'g—,/BE ) = (e ') (92)

Now for harmonic vibrations,

(e') =E',
(eo') = Eo'

Integrating (92), using (90), (93),
comparing with (85), and requiring
(89a) in the T —+~ limit, gives

P~/(uttra tkT 1)
E= Ao)/(e""r 1)+'A—~-

Zero-point classical formula.

VII. CLOSING SUMMARY

Although the physicists at the beginning of the pre-
sent century regarded the difhculties in explaining the
blackbody-radiation pattern as symptomatic of a
fundamental failure of classical theory, actually classi-
cal theory is well able to account for thermal radiation.
The radiation by particles on striking walls forces us
to regard the interaction with the walls as not com-
pletely known. In particular, the traditional ideas of
ideal gases and of energy equipartition must be re-
examined. Operating within this framework, we are
led naturally to the introduction of temperature-
independent radiation corresponding to incoming
radiation in the universe in the far past. The presence
of such radiation means that the disordered energy of the

universe is not purely thermal and hence that caloric
entropy and thermodynamic probability are not con-
nected by the logarithmic relation of Boltzmann. In
particular, quantum theory is seen as a subterfuge so
as to maintain the Boltzmann relation, but, in effect,
to separate out only the caloric contributions to thermo-
dynamic probability. Some examples of Einstein which
were used as arguments for light quanta can be seen
to be easily interpreted in terms of classical electro-
magnetic zero-point radiation.
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